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We have clear choices on November 8th! 

Excerpts from “Guarding the Door County Peninsula”  

If we’re going to “affectively” secure our borders, rebuild our highways, bring our airports 

and railroads into the 21st century, take back control over our healthcare, and rebuild our 

economy, we need businessmen like Donald Trump and Ron Johnson leading the charge in 

Washington.  

If we’re going to avoid another Benghazi, make sure orders of engagement fit our combat 

missions, root fraud and inefficiency out of the pentagon and failed management out of the VA, 

we need a field tested, combat marine like Mike Gallagher in congress. 

If we’re going to lower our taxes, clean up our environment, and take back local control 

over our schools, we need a local businessman and experienced school board member (15 

years) like Joel Kitchens, looking out for our best interest in Madison. 

Who don’t we need in the White House? Even the main street media and Hillary’s most 

ardent advocates, now admit she knowingly lied about Benghazi, helped orchestrate the release 

of Gitmo’ terrorists back to the battlefield, and negotiated the release of $150 billion back to Iran, 

putting them on the fast track to nuclear weapons. She also helped negotiate the sale of 

weapons to our arch enemies, the release of four known terrorists for one US deserter, and the 

payment of $1.7 billion in ransom which only emboldened our enemies and made her the 

mockery of our allies.  

We didn’t need WikiLeaks to realize her 36,000 deleted emails dealt more with top secret 

government business than Chelsea’s wedding. We did need WikiLeaks to learn how Bill and 

Hillary were able to pressure the head of the FBI and officials in our Department of Justice into 

ignoring their “pay to play” schemes used to fund their campaigns.  

I only ask, before you vote, read "Armageddon" written by Dick Morris. Few knew Hillary 

Clinton better than Morris. For almost two decades he served as a special advisor to both her 

and Bill Clinton. He writes: "If Hillary Clinton is elected president, it will mean the end of the 

America we know and love." Read "Crisis of Character" written by Gary J. Byrne, a high ranking 

Secret Service agent often stationed just outside the oval office. He witnessed Hillary’s 

“obscenity-laced tirades, her shifting of blame, and her berating of Vince Foster until Foster 

couldn’t stand it anymore.” Vincent Walker "Vince" Foster Jr. was a Deputy White House 

Counsel during the first half-year of President Bill Clinton's administration. He was found dead 

July 20, 1993. His death was ruled a suicide. 

If you doubt whether or not the corruption of our democracy has reached Door County. 

Go to my website (www.RMLearningCenter.com). Read excerpts from “Guarding the Door 

County Peninsula.” Check out trail camera #5 pictures and follow the prosecution of Door Co. 

Sheriff Dept. Case #16-010019. Review videos of paid protesters in Green Bay.  

Want justice? Cast a straight Republican ballot on November 8th. Reclaim your independence, 

free us all from political corruption, and bring God back into our public lives. 
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